
Guidelines for Leading Soft Aggression Games 
 
Be Vigilant and Maintain 100 Percent Control. 
Pay close attention, observing all the students’ actions and behaviors before, 
during and after the game.  Set limits or stop the game immediately when anything 
seems amiss.  All the students in your class now trust that the elder supervising 
their activity will keep the game safe and fun. 
 
Do Not Condone Horseplay. 
Horseplay often starts out playful and may look insignificant, but such teasing is 
often filled with aggressive cruelty.  Behaviors like punching someone’s arm often 
trigger biological responses beyond the superficial retort, "Nah-nah, didn’t hurt at 
all."  The adrenaline released may make the retaliatory punch harder than it was 
meant to be.  Each successive event releases more and more biochemical, the 
effect of which increases until horseplay becomes an actual fight.  If the kids are 
horseplaying, announce, "I don’t think we’re ready for dodgeball today.  We’ll try 
again tomorrow when everyone shows that they are ready."  Not playing a game is 
an effective way to teach healthy social skills.  Don’t stop playing completely.  Just 
pick a different game, so the kids can achieve success. Processing these 
disappointments will create quality learning.   
 
Anticipate Problems. 
One way you can use a soft-aggression game is to anticipate problems or failure.  
You may know that your class isn’t ready, but is may be useful to choose a 
particular game some kids want to play just to let it fail.  We learn from our 
failures.  Play is a safe arena where we can fail or struggle with our problems 
without momentous repercussions. When arguing or other expected incidents occur 
in a game, stop the play.  At this point you can give concrete feedback to the 
students on what they need to practice for a certain amount of time before you’ll 
let them try the game again.   
 
Add Humor. 
To soften aggressive and other acting out, add humor to foster buy-in and 
cooperation for all activities.  Not only do humor and storytelling facilitate buy-in 
and cooperation, they really soften and set the tone for the kind of energies that 
children put out.  Humor and story telling put scoring and competition in their 
proper place. 
 



Keep Competition in a Healthy Perspective. 
Competition is okay, it just needs to be placed in a healthy perspective. 
Competition is meant to be a spice, which can make things better.  No one ever eats 
a whole plate of oregano by itself. The only person you truly compete against is 
yourself.  Also, the benefits of competition must not be gleaned at the expense of 
another person. To begin softening aggression in our play activities, we must 
address the definition of competition.  Our new definition needs a foundation in 
the elements of life that all human beings compete and struggle with: time, space, 
and gravity.  These are the universal factors we all face as challenges when we 
play. We no longer play any games or sports to the death, so a "Winning isn’t 
everything; it’s the only thing!" perspective is now obsolete. 
 
 
 


